Steptoe's USPTO-registered and technically trained patent lawyers and agents have significant experience in all areas of practice before the US Patent and Trademark Office – from the earliest stages of technology evaluation to the most complex USPTO procedures, including:

- Evaluating technology for patent portfolio development strategies
- Assessing patentability
- Drafting and prosecuting patent applications
- Analyzing patents for enforcement opportunities
- Ex parte reexaminations
- Inter partes review (IPR)
- Post-grant review (PGR) (including covered business method (CBM) petitions)
- Supplemental examinations
- Reissues
- Interferences

Steptoe was one of the first law firms to file petitions for IPR in September 2012. Since that time, our lawyers have accrued significant experience representing patent owners and petitioners in IPR and CBM. We use our diverse prosecution and litigation experience to secure meaningful results for our clients as petitioners and as patent owners.
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